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Chapter XV

Notes on the Dome of the Rock

Since 1990 or thereabouts, a considerable amount of writing, scholarly or
popular, has dealt with the Dome of the Rock and, in general, with the early
centuries of Muslim rule in Jerusalem. A work of historical fiction even
imagined the thoughts and motivations behind the building of the earliest
masterpiece of Islamic architecture.1 My own book, The Shape of the Holy
(Princeton, 1996), was part of this cascade of new or renewed explanations
for events and monuments which were, or seemed to be, well known.
Written sources hitherto available only in manuscript form were finally
published and used with varying degrees of success in a few scholarly
publications. And then there were instances of scholarly disputes and of
critical reactions to my book or to ideas I had developed earlier; some of
these reactions required, I felt, a response, because they often derived from
different approaches or different areas of research than mine and thus
suggested important methodological alternatives. These differences are
important for the study of Islamic art, and the remarks that follow are
preliminary observations on three types of documentation available for early
Jerusalem and the Dome of the Rock and on the disciplinary approaches
which derive from them and which do not always acknowledge the limits of
the range of meaning, what used to be called the semantic field, of these
documents.

The three types are: (1) written sources and political or religious history;
(2) archaeological information and the reconstruction of the setting fashioning
the history of the monuments; and (3) visual analyses and art historical
criticism.

1. Written Sources

Until 1980 the written sources dealing with Jerusalem and the Dome of the
Rock consisted of two groups. There were the pan-Islamic accounts of
classical Arabic geographers and historians, to which one usually added the
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invaluable eleventh-century description by the Persian traveler Nasir-i Khosro
and the guidebook to places of pilgrimage by al-Harawi. These works were
summarized and discussed in anthologies such as the one by A. S. Marmarji2

or in more elaborate studies by N. Mednikoff3 and especially by Guy Le
Strange.4 A second group was centered on the late-fifteenth- or early-sixteenth-
century historical description of the city by the local judge Mujir al-Din
al-‘Ulaymi which described the buildings of the city and provided them
with their hagiographic and historical background.5 Max van Berchem used
him extensively in his masterful survey of the Arabic inscriptions of Jerusalem
and referred to him by the title “le chroniqueur,” even though his was not a
chronological study.6

It was generally assumed that direct, specific, and reliable information
about Jerusalem was restricted to two early geographers and travelers: al-
Maqdisi, a native of Jerusalem who wrote in the late tenth century,7 and
Nasir-i Khosro who visited Jerusalem in 1047.8 Max van Berchem already
knew of unpublished and relatively early pious books devoted to Jerusalem
and he even consulted one of them in manuscript form. One such source,
al-Muhallabi’s treatise of c. 990, was published in 1958 in a highly specialized
journal.9 It is only much later that these fada’il (praises) of Jerusalem became
available through Israeli publications by Isaac Hasson for al-Wasiti who
wrote around 102010 and by Ofer Livne-Kafri for Ibn al-Murajja who was
active around 1030–40.11 Not only were the texts available, but a series of
studies began to explore their information and, little by little, to propose
alternate ways to imagine early Islamic Jerusalem. Amikam Elad’s Medieval
Jerusalem is based primarily on these fada’il and has provided a coherent and
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cogent, if not acceptable in all of its details, reconstruction of the events of
the last decades of the seventh century.12 Ofer Livne-Kafri has written a
more encompassing history of the same period which argues, among other
things, that there are many documents still in manuscript form and which
presented more elaborate methodological considerations on the use of written
sources for the history of the city.13 The most ambitious use of these sources,
together with many others, is the huge volume by Andreas Kaplony on the
Haram al-Sharif which begins with the physical layout of the space and then
provides for each identifiable spot the appropriate information, transliterated
and translated, from all written sources, recently published ones or classics
in the field.14 In the view of all these scholars, the written sources of the
eleventh century serve to explain the buildings which stood there in their
time and to reconstruct the ways in which seventh-century spaces were
handled by Muslims. Occasionally, but so far only too rarely, the discussion
of a detail, like the crown and other treasures which hung, at least for a
while, in the Dome of the Rock, relies quite heavily on the evidence of these
“praises” of the city.15

However, beyond the undisputable value of these fada’il for providing an
image of the kind of knowledge about Jerusalem and its Haram that prevailed
in some pious circles of the eleventh century, their use for an earlier period
poses fundamental methodological problems, of which I shall outline two.

The first one deals with the general issue of likely veracity. The argument
has been made, primarily by Elad, that certain identifiable successions of
transmitters of information guarantee the accuracy of the account.16 There
has been much debate during the past century about the historical value of
traditions and about the trust to be given to the chains of transmission
which preserved these traditions. But the quality of a process of transmission
does not guarantee the accuracy of the information it transmitted, as we
know only too well from the news accounts of our own times. The point is
particularly true for monuments of architecture and perhaps for visual culture
in general, for the witnesses whose statements are transmitted usually report
on how they interpret what they or someone else saw or the spaces they
used, not on the historical and archaeological values of the forms involved
nor necessarily on a direct experience of the monuments themselves.

I will give one example. Al-Murajja has devoted seven pages of the printed
edition of his work, dutifully guaranteed by a good isnad of transmitters, to
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a chapter given the title of “bina ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan al-Sakhrah,” a
meaningless title reasonably corrected by the editor in the body of the text
(but not at the beginning of the chapter) with qubbah, “dome,” added
before sakhrah “rock.”17 Just as the title, the pages involved are remarkable
for their confusion, as what is known of the Aqsa Mosque is merged with
information on the Dome of the Rock, as lists of buildings are given
without explanation of their purpose, and as statistical details on candles,
domes, mihrabs and so on are provided without clear identification of where
they are located. Scholars who have used these passages, especially Elad and
Kaplony, wrote many paragraphs explaining these pages or extracting from
al-Murajja details which fit with other sources or which confirm a modern
author’s hypothesis.18 Kaplony even proposed an emendation of the text
reading mana’ir, “minarets,” instead of manabir, “minbars,” as is written in
the manuscript.19 Many of these emendations and interpretations are possible,
but there is always some danger in modifying the statements of chroniclers
or of other writers when the whole context of the passage is confused. The
confusion is particularly striking when al-Murajja’s text is compared to the
nearly contemporary description of the Haram by the Persian traveler Nasir-
i Khosro. Problems exist with the latter, no doubt, but, for the most part,
the precision and clarity of his presentation are obvious, because, as he says
himself, he wrote from notes taken during his visit. The appropriate
conclusion is that al-Murajja was not writing about something he knew but
was simply copying statements or culling memories from many different
sources without trying to understand them together. In other words, regardless
of the considerable merits of these fada’il for reconstructing the piety
surrounding the Haram or the memories associated with it, they are not
necessarily good sources for the architectural history of the holy places nor
for the character of their forms. They were not records of a physical reality
nor guidebooks for a visitor or a pilgrim. The evidence they provide is a
mixed and half-understood bag of historical and technical details which
appear true, or at least legitimate and possible, because they are couched in
the right terms for their time, but which resemble the cultural and historical
backgrounds provided by our own contemporary news media: a choice,
often inaccurate and always biased, made to satisfy the needs of today, not
an understanding of the past.

Are these fada’il therefore useless for the historian of today? Not at all, as
they do provide a unique picture of their time and include unique memories,
not an accurate knowledge, of the past. They cannot replace a careful
analysis of archaeological data and their value depends on the determination
of their own prejudices and limitations. Such a determination goes much
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beyond the merits of the isnad of its transmitters, beyond even the values of
their own eleventh century. It should seek to define how each one of them
sought to relate to the spaces they knew and how much they really had seen
and felt the world around them. Just as today, there were in the eleventh
century pious men and women or careful chroniclers of cities who did not
know how to read or describe visual forms. Before deciding on their usefulness
as purveyors of documents about monuments, we must understand the
attitudes they had toward the places they describe and know the range of
their intellectual capacities and reliability. Each of these texts requires a sort
of self-evaluation before being used as a source.

2. Archaeology and the Setting of the Monuments

There is no coherent and complete archaeological survey of the Haram.
Kaplony’s huge efforts deal with individual parts and concentrate primarily
on written sources and on schematic drawings; but, most importantly, the
surrounding areas are not really discussed. The elaborate lists which
accompany the four maps of Jerusalem prepared for the Tübingen Atlas für
der vordere Orient provide bibliographical directions for further research but
no attempt at reconstructing any one period.20 A more selective historical
atlas with excellent drawings has been entrusted by the municipality of
Jerusalem to the learned talents of Dan Bahat.21 His book has trustworthy
information and acceptable explanations, but it is only partial and its
chronological divisions are too general. The large, carefully surveyed, and on
the whole remarkable books dealing with Mamluk and Ottoman Jerusalem
have accumulated large quantities of documents, but they did not record the
structures and repairs on the Haram itself as well as those of the city.22 With
the exception of Robert Hamilton’s careful account of the archaeological
history of the Aqsa Mosque,23 we do not possess proper information on
whatever may have been discovered during maintenance work like the
strengthening of the foundations of the Dome of the Rock carried out in
1960 or 1961, or during the construction a few years ago of the new mosque
in the passageway under the Aqsa Mosque and in the space long known as
the Stables of Solomon in the southeastern corner of the Haram.24 Various
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repairs and reconstructions in the southwestern area of the Haram, in parts
of its western edges, or around the Golden Gate may well have brought
additional fragments of information, but most of them are too small and too
disconnected to be useful as yet. They are comparable in significance, or
insignificance, to the clearing carried out to the east of the Haram during
road construction which uncovered a thick, probably Herodian, wall, probably
part of an elaborate entrance gateway to the Temple or to a later trans-
formation of the area.25 Equally restricted for any understanding of the
medieval city are also the contributions to Islamic Jerusalem made by the
excavations carried out in the 1960s by Kathleen Kenyon and Père Roland
de Vaux.26

Matters are quite different when we turn to the large-scale excavations
carried out under the direction of Benjamin Mazar to the south and the
southwest of the Haram platform. These are of enormous importance for
any understanding of Jerusalem in early Islamic times and they have affected
several interpretations of the Haram. But, just as with the fada’il of the
eleventh century, conclusions about the results of the excavations have come
too soon, before the excavations themselves have been properly understood.
In fact, only partial accounts of the excavations exist and very little is known
about the finds, ceramics or architectural fragments, made there. Furthermore,
in a perverse way which says a great deal about the carelessness of historians,
the imaginative reconstructions proposed by Meir Ben-Dov became accepted
by most writers as adequate reflections of the original buildings without
consideration of their very hypothetical character.27

Let me try to summarize what seems to me, from perusing many of the
published reports and from several visits on the spot, to be secure data. On
top of a magnificent Herodian set of steps leading up to the two southern
gates of the temple and incorporating in some fashion or other the projecting
archway known as “Wilson’s arch” at the south end of the western wall,
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massive foundations were uncovered for five buildings.28 Two of these, next
to but not aligned with the Double Gate south of the Haram, are particularly
large (90 ¥ 70 meters for the larger western one and 75 ¥ 75 meters for the
eastern one). These dimensions are approximate, since not one of the most
easily available sources provides sizes. In any event, even if the plans of the
buildings may fit with standard Syrian plans for Umayyad buildings, the
dimensions do not. They were provided with a central, probably colonnaded,
courtyard (whose columns and capitals would have been reused elsewhere?),
entrances symmetrically set on their eastern and western ends, and an internal
division of space into long and narrow (some are 20 meters deep) halls. The
other three buildings are smaller and much less seems to be known about
their construction.

The two main buildings have been reconstructed as being at least three
floors in height. The only reasons for assuming this unusual height are the
massive width of the foundations and the astute observation made by Ben-
Dov that in the wall of the Haram and in a location corresponding to the
westernmost aisle of the original Aqsa Mosque (no longer existing today), a
break in the masonry can best be explained as the remains of an entrance
which could only be accessed through a bridge from the roof of a tall
building. Other explanations may well exist for this break in the masonry of
the Haram wall, and its date is difficult to ascertain in the absence of a
proper survey of the masonry on Jerusalem walls.29 At this stage, it is a
reasonable explanation for a fault in the wall, but does it require tall and
massive buildings which, in the reconstruction found everywhere, resemble
nineteenth-century prisons or twentieth-century low-income housing, at
best motels. There is no doubt about the dimensions of the buildings, but
everything else that has been reconstructed is hypothetical and often runs
against what we know of Late Antique architectural practices.

The buildings have been called palaces and they would have been residences
for Umayyad rulers whenever they visited Jerusalem. We can probably leave
aside as an objection to this interpretation the fact of the southern exposure
of these buildings and of the park created today over their ruins. It would
have transformed them into unprotected ovens six months of the year, when
other places existed for palaces. Several other, more concrete, details militate
against the palatial explanation. The existence of two entrances at the narrow
ends suggests buildings through which one passed rather than into which one
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went. The long halls without light seem to be storage areas rather than living
quarters. There is a striking paucity and sobriety of ornamented architectural
finds. The passageway from the roof to the back of the mosque does indeed
reflect a fairly common early Islamic practice of providing the ruler with his
own entrance into a sanctuary, but there was a formal entrance into the
Haram through the recently restored Double Gate located next to the two
large buildings, and the one on the roof looks more like a modern fire escape
than a ruler’s entrance. It is also possible that these buildings were never
completed, but, on this score, we must await the publication of finds from
the excavation.

We do, however, have the evidence of the Aphrodito papyri of c. 709–14
which do mention workers sent to Jerusalem to build a mosque and a dar-
al-‘imarah.30 However, a dar al-‘imarah is not a palace but an administrative
center, an office building which could also be the residence of a governor.
And, while it is true that early Islamic rulers, probably under the impact of
the Solomonic myth so present in Jerusalem,31 toyed with the idea of having
there a place of residence, occasional or permanent, for the ruling princes,
the idea was rejected for political and economic reasons. It will be precisely
the caliph Suleyman, the one whose name is most easily associated with
Jerusalem, who will found Ramleh in an economically more favorable area
as the capital of the province of Palestine.

What can these buildings have been meant to be? Assuming that they
were completed, they could have been dwellings for Muslim pilgrims and
immigrants in a city whose Christian-owned real estate could not be
confiscated by agreement with the Christian authorities of the time and
whose spaces provided with cisterns and access to water and protected by
walls were quite restricted. Or they could have been part of some larger
project in Jerusalem left unfinished after a monumental and well-funded
beginning. The Umayyad period was, especially under ‘Abd al-Malik and al-
Walid, a time of grandiose projects which did not always materialize in
completed form. Few of them left traces in the writing of the time and one
can only speculate on the possibilities that may have existed.

One last “archaeological” problem of sorts can be mentioned. It deals
with the gates to the Haram and especially the dates to be given to the
Double Gate under the Aqsa Mosque and to the Golden Gate on the eastern
side of the platform. It seems to me, as has been confirmed by the most
recent scholarship on the subject,32 that we must by now accept the early
Islamic date for both entrances in their present shape, but also that they
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both replaced or modified earlier gates. But, while the Double Gate has a
clear usefulness as a mode of entry on to the platform and probably acquired
fairly early mythical connotations as the Gate of the Prophet, it is more
difficult to justify a gate on the eastern side toward an area of cemeteries. It
is also difficult, but necessary, to establish a logical chronological sequence
involving the two main excavated buildings to the south, the monumental
entrances, the Dome of the Rock, the Aqsa Mosque, and the hypothetical
small entrance in the back of the mosque. There is no way, at this stage of
available information, of assigning a function to the excavated buildings on
the basis of their form, but it may be possible to argue that the two
buildings, whatever their function and regardless of whether they were even
finished, were planned and built after the monumental Double Gate was
completed. For it is difficult to explain why these buildings would on
purpose have masked the sign of a striking entrance into the sanctuary. And,
functionally, the emphasis on the gates leading straight to the Dome of the
Rock rising in front of any visitor would have reflected the growth of
religious and pious values on the Haram and the weakening, if not the
disappearance, of dynastic and secular functions. It should be possible to
propose a connection between the growth of visual impressions and the
political and cultural history of the Umayyad dynasty.

A further point to be derived from these remarks is that they make
reasonable the growth of a sort of “master plan” for the Haram33 in which
the Dome of the Rock served as the center from which axes of composition
radiate and visual impressions are constructed. It would not have been, as
would have happened in Roman imperial times, a plan or a vision designed
before building activities began, but one that followed the first major Muslim
building in the city and then adjusted to it remnants from older constructions,
like the Herodian gates, and created a network of paths, stairs and vistas. It
is with this idea in mind that we may have to reconsider the suggestion
made some time ago by Frank Peters that the Herodian Temple did not
extend as far north as we all assume and that it was a square rather than a
rectangle.34 Whatever Christian or Roman imperial constructions had been
erected there, they were ruins in Umayyad times, but the Umayyads included
them in their own view of their space in Jerusalem. A very new and exciting
way can thus be proposed in thinking about early Islamic Jerusalem. It
allows us to focus on archaeological data and on the lives and feelings of
men and women without having to provide specific functions to every
building, only to acknowledge the existence of each one of them, to establish
its place within a sequence of buildings, and to define how each one could
have been seen.
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3. Mosaics and Iconography

There are many unusual features about the mosaics of the Dome of the
Rock. One is the relatively good state of preservation of so many panels that
go back to the end of the seventh century. Except for the drum which has
been modified already in the eleventh century and a few patches elsewhere,
the decorative mosaics as well as the mosaic inscription are original or reflect
quite faithfully their initial state. Very few buildings of the early Middle
Ages have remained with such an extensive decorative program. A second
unusual feature of the mosaics is that, in so far as I have been able to
discover, not one of the medieval written sources mentions these mosaics
beyond acknowledging their existence and the brilliance of their colors, as in
the very late description by Mujir al-Din.35 Even the careful visitor and
guide Nasir-i Khosro is silent about them. Why this silence, especially
striking when one compares it to the frequent mention and discussion of the
nearly contemporary mosaics in the Great Mosque of Damascus? One
explanation may well be that the interior of the building was restricted to a
small number of visitors at limited periods of time and that its decoration
was not important for the piety and uses surrounding the building. It was an
ornament valuable for its cost and its shining colors often mentioned by
travelers and chroniclers, but it had no iconographic significance of its own.
A second explanation would be that the artistic language of the mosaics was
a Late Antique one which lost its ability to convey deeper meanings once a
new Islamic culture had been established. At the level of the central state,
this is precisely what happened under ‘Abd al-Malik.

Whatever explanation (and there may be others apart from the two I have
proposed) becomes acceptable, the point is that the historian of art is faced
with an interesting methodological dilemma. Should he or she try to derive
from the mosaics an interpretation of the building above and beyond what is
provided by texts and by a contextual history derived from texts, on the
grounds that the mosaics are the only remaining document, other than the
building itself and its location, contemporary with its creation? Or should the
mosaics be considered as an expensive ornamental device serving to enhance
the aesthetic appeal of the building, but essentially reflecting the practice and
taste of wealthy patronage in the late-seventh-century Mediterranean world,
not the desire to tell a story or to make a pious, social, or political point
through visual means?

One answer to these questions has been provided by Raya Shani’s thorough
article on the subject36 which reviewed, thoughtfully and intelligently, my
own constantly evolving views on the subject as well as the more firmly
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anchored interpretations provided by Priscilla Soucek and Myriam Rosen-
Ayalon.37 Her personal analysis combining the views of other scholars with
her own is well summarized in the nine points of her conclusion. Two of her
observations seem to me to be quite correct. One is that there is an order in
the sequence of mosaic motifs and that this order happens both in the
inscription and in the vegetal and other decorative features. That order
requires that the main entrance to the sanctuary be from the north. The
second observation reflects the work of much recent scholarship by art as
well as by cultural historians. It is that an eschatological theme dominates
the building. It is emphasized by the inscription and perhaps even by the
decoration from the eastern side of the monument, the side that faces the
Mount of Olives and the traditional site for the Resurrection and the Last
Judgment. Eschatological ideas in Jerusalem are shared by Judaism,
Christianity and Islam, and as a result it is easy enough to seek eschatological
meanings in individual motifs and to trace them to Christian or Jewish
models. Whether such meanings are appropriate for the motifs of the mosaics
still seems uncertain to me for reasons to be developed shortly, but in the
meantime it is worth noting that a similar conclusion has been reached in a
fascinating study by an architectural student at the University of Colorado,
mercifully unburdened by the trappings of classical scholarship.38 In dramatic
fashion, she argues that the Dome of the Rock was a unique monument
commemorating an event yet to come: the end of time, the Resurrection
and the Last Judgement.

There are, however, two areas where Shani’s discussion is not entirely
satisfactory. One is her assertions, following others, that ‘Abd al-Malik sought
to build anew the Temple of Solomon and that it is in terms of the memories
associated with Solomon’s Temple (rather than his palace) that the Dome of
the Rock must be understood. That these memories existed in the seventh
century is most likely, although neither she nor any of the scholars who have
dealt with the matter were able to show their presence in written sources of
that time. And can it be imagined that a memory which would have
permeated the creation of a building would have been absent from its many
and long inscriptions?

My second criticism, which applies also to some of the remarks made by
M. Rosen-Ayalon, deals with the use by all these scholars of an art-historical
procedure which does not seem to apply here. The procedure is to focus on a
detail and to derive from it conclusions about the whole. Such is the case
with the analysis of the cornucopias on the soffits of the arches of the
octagon or with other features seen as reflections of the shofar of Jewish
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provided by Shani, “The Iconography,” fig. 2a and Sheila Blair, “What is the Date of
the Dome of the Rock?” in J. Raby and Jeremy Johns, eds, Bayt al-Maqdis, vol. 9 of
Oxford Studies in Islamic Art (Oxford, 1992).

liturgy and symbolic system.39 These parallels do make sense if one can
demonstrate an appropriate iconographic and formal meaning to the building
as a whole. The problem is that, while one inscription on the eastern gate
and the general location of the Dome of the Rock do indeed argue for an
eschatological significance of the building, this meaning was not translated
into visual images. This was so because of the reluctance of early Muslim
patrons to express themselves in the manner of Christian patrons with their
emphasis on the representation of holy things and holy people. Before
trying to see such meanings in details of design, the general effect of the
decoration must be understood. One of its key features, something still felt
by contemporary tourists, is that the brilliant surfaces of the decorated walls,
often located quite high, and the repetitive (at least at first glance) patterns
of design prohibit an easy and immediate access to details. These surfaces
create a mood, but they do not invite iconographic analysis. Even the
reading of the inscription from the ground below requires neck acrobatics
which make it unlikely that the inscriptions on the walls (as opposed to the
plaques at the gates) were meant to be read sequentially.40 The mood created
by the mosaics is one of holiness and of otherworldliness whose specific
associations could vary, as they did until the relationship was established
between the Dome of the Rock and the mystical journey of the Prophet, an
event which found no reflection in the decoration of the building.

These observations lead to two conclusions. One deals with method and
argues that an evaluation of the carrier of information, the “search engine”
to use current terminology, must precede the use of the data it provides. In
itself this is hardly a revolutionary idea or even a new one. What matters in
the case of the Dome of the Rock and of the Haram is that there are three
separate carriers – locally produced texts, archaeology, visual analysis – each
of which has its own contribution to make and its own limitations. But
these contributions and limitations are not complementary, at least not in
the sense that seen all together they are bound to explain the building. There
is one additional carrier which needs to be developed. It is the detailed
technical analysis of the building itself, some elements of which may exist in
archives in Egypt or elsewhere. One could apply to it the type of minute
study which Robert van Nice had spent years gathering for Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople. Complete series of such concrete details from a building
much smaller than Justinian’s masterpiece should be combined with the
broad sketches of archaeological information on the whole area, the
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interpretations anchored in later piety, and the imprecise vocabulary of
visual impressions.

This imprecision is not the result of inadequate thinking nor of insufficient
quality in visual abilities. It is rather that the vocabulary of visual impressions,
even of visual certitudes, does not have the force and assuredness of technical
descriptions or of words in texts from many centuries back. Yet, in dealing
with a masterpiece of art, whatever the medium, but most forcefully with
architecture, any explanation must fit with the subjective impact of a
monument and with the memories it triggers in the viewer or the visitor.
And thus my second conclusion is that the challenge of the Dome of the
Rock is less in gathering carefully weighted specific information about it,
but in collating this information with the subjective impact of the building,
an impact to which few have been immune, even today.




